
'GILDY'S DAY' CUT-OUTS!  PRINT PAGES 1-3
Cut out each of these Gildys, Tully and Mum and Dad. Fold at the ankles and then stick the semi circle to the bases so your 
characters can stand up. 

MATERIALS: Cereal box (the less battered the better!)  Try to get one where the tab is 
still working // Glue // Sticky Tape // Drawing and colouring things // Light weight 
card or strong paper //Printer. (If you don't have a printer see if you can carefully 
trace the characters from the computer screen. Be careful not to press too hard.)





 
Print this kitchen and colour it in. Fold along the dotted line so your kitchen stands up. Can you draw a checkered floor? You can stand
this up on the inside of your cereal box. Can you draw Gildy's living room and bedroom yourself?   Remember to include a line to be 
the corner of the room that you can fold along.  When the rooms are done you can choose to furnish them if you like. You'll need to 
choose the one you need depending on which part of Gildy's Day you're doing.



Open out your cereal box and place all of the 
bits for Gildy's Day on top. You  can draw a 
garden and a garden path and make some 
extra bits for outside. You can stick your 
garden down permanently but don't stick 
down your room as you'll be changing these 
depending on whch part of Gildy's Day you're 
doing.

You could draw a lovely border all the way 
round on the inside of the extra tabs.

Undo your cereal 
box but place a 
tab on one of the 
sides  with a bit 
of Blu-Tac so it 
can stay shut 
when you  store 
it away.

Carefully detach the long tab at the side of your cereal 
box and lay it flat. This is your board for Gildy's Day. 
Decide where you want the garden and where you want 
the house. You can draw the whole house from above like 
a map or just leave it blank for when you put a room on 
top. 

The kitchen is provided for 
Gildy's Morning but  you will 
need to draw Gildy's 
bedroom and Gildy's living 
room yourself!
 Draw a separate floor  for 
each room and cut it out. 
You might like to make some 
extra furniture for the 
rooms.
Think about how any extra 
features will stand up by 
them selves and remember 
you'll need to be able to 
move things around.

The tab that keeps the box shut needs to 
go at the bottom or put Blu Tac here too.

Making your board
Open up your cereal box and draw a square to be the outline of Gildy's  
house looking down from above. Remember to leave some space for the 
garden. 


